Gold nanoworms: Optical properties and simultaneous SERS and fluorescence enhancement.
Fabrication of platforms for efficient Raman and fluorescence enhancement is very attractive for plasmon-based molecular sensing. For superior sensitivity, the plasmonic constituents of such platforms should be effective electromagnetic field enhancers. Furthermore, nanoparticles having plasmon peak in the spectral range of therapeutic window are superior for biomedical application. Herein, we show that worm-shaped Au nanoparticles can be used for simultaneous surface enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) and metal enhanced fluorescence (MEF). Gold nanoworms (Au-NWs) with an intense plasmon absorption in the therapeutic window were synthesized using a facile single-stepped recipe. Electron microscopy imaging revealed that Au-NWs have a non-uniform surface. Owing to their special morphology, three distinct plasmon bands were seen in the experimental spectrum. The presence of three plasmon peaks was also verified by finite element based simulations. The simulation results further show that Au-NWs can provide intense near field enhancement for multiple excitation wavelengths. As a proof of concept, we have used Au-NWs based platforms for simultaneous enhancement of fluorescence and Raman signal of rhodamine 6G (R6G) dye molecule.